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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutative, unitary domain, K its quotient field, and let a _C R 
be an ideal. Then, the ideal transform of R with respect to a is defined as the 
R-algebra 
T,(R) = u (R : aR)K. U-1) 
MN 
Ideal transforms turned out to be a useful tool in various fields of commutative 
algebra, the most spectacular application being the treatment of Hilbert’s 
fourteenth problem (cf. [21, 221). Indeed this problem may be formulated as 
the question whether Z’,(R) is of finite type for an affine normal ring R (cf. [21, 
Proposition 11). Rees [29] gave a counterexample to this. 
A basic point is the geometric meaning of ideal transforms: 
(1.2) T,(R) is the ring of global sections over Spec(R) - V(a), T,(R) = 
JVpec(R) - W>, %pec(R))- 
This observation gives an easy algebraic criterion to determine whether 
Spec(R) - V(a) is afke. In particular T,(R) turns out to be of finite type 
over R i f f  the complement of the one-codimensional components of V(a) is 
afhne (cf. [21, 221). 
Ideal transforms also have successfully been applied to questions of chains 
of primes and associated primes in completions of local rings [l, 12, 26, 271. 
In connection with these problems the (module-) finiteness of T,(R) over R 
is of fundamental significance. 
Questions of finiteness are appropriately studied with a functorial description 
of ideal transforms: One defines the functor D,,(a) given by 
D,(M) = Dr(S)(M) = l& HomR(an, M). 
n (1.3) 
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Note that D,(R) = T,(R). It also is natural to replace in (1.3) the set of powers 
of a by an arbitrary multiplicatively closed set of ideals, resp. V(a) by a set 2 
which is stable under specialization. Then L&(a) is an afline description of the 
Z-closure [12, (5.811. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate finiteness criteria for D,(m) and 
to apply them to various problems. The paper is fairly self-contained, and 
may be taken as an introduction. So, in Section 2 we give some basic facts on 
II,(.), which partly, from a different point of view have been established in [12]. 
In Section 3 we give a short proof of the local finiteness criterion (3.7) for 
Or(M) and the conditions (3.10), (3.11) un d er which local finiteness of D,(M) 
implies finiteness. 
Then, we apply this to characterize the Noetherian rings which, for any 
finitely generated R-module M and any set 2 C Spec(R) stable under specializa- 
tion, satisfy the equivalence 
(1.4) D,(M) is of finite type iff for each p E Supp(M) - 2 we have 
codim((p3,Z) + depth(M,) > 1. 
Note that (1.4) describes the finiteness condition [ll, (5.1 l.l)c)]. It turns 
out (4.1 l), that the class of rings in question is relatively big (it was previously 
known that quotients of regular rings or universally catenarian pseudogeometric 
rings belong to this class, see [l 1, (5.11 .l)]), and is surprisingly not closed 
under adjoining variables, (4.12). 
We also show that the class of those Noetherian rings, which satisfy (1.4) 
for all closed sets 2, is exactly the class of rings whose localizations belong to 
the first one. Thus, an example of Hochster [16] shows that these classes differ. 
This answers in particular a question of Grothendieck [ll, (5.11.7)]. 
Note also that (1.4) is of the shape for the finiteness theorem for first local 
cohomology modules [9, 12, 13, 141 with not necessarily closed support. This 
connection is made obvious by the exact sequence 
(1.5) 0 -+ H,“(M) + M + D,(M) + &l(M) --t 0, 
induced by taking direct limits over the sequences 0 -+ Hom,(R/a, M) + 
M + Hom,(a, M) + Ext,l(R/a, M) --f 0, given by 0 + a + R ---f R/a + 0, 
(V(a) C 2). 
If a ring satisfies the finiteness theorem (1.4) each of its quotient domains 
has a least birational finite extension which satisfies the second Serre property 
S, . This integral extension is an ideal transform, (4.15). So we get a complete 
analog to the theory of universally Japanese rings, by only deleting the proper- 
ties R, and A, which occur in this latter one. This naturally brings up the 
question whether there is a more general class of domains than this satisfying 
(1.4), which admits birational finite extensions which are Se . For Japanese 
domains this is obviously the case, although the finite extension in question 
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may not be an ideal transform in general (to see this, consider the example 
[19, p. 2031). In Section 5 we shall prove that a domain whose formal fibers 
satisfy S, admits such an embedding iff its &-locus is open. 
In Section 6 we apply the finiteness criterion for ideal transforms to symbolic 
blow ups 
Y = @ p(n), where p E Spec(R). (1.6) 
Tl>O 
We shall prove that S is finite over L% = @n>Opn iff all components of the 
normal cone Spec( @n>opn/pn+l) of V(p) cover V(p). 
We shall use this to sharpen a criterion for complete intersection points on 
curves, due to Cowsik and Nori [7]. 
We shall use the following notations and conventions. 
(1.7) (i) Rings are understood to be commutative and unitary, the latter 
also being assumed for ring homomorphisms and modules. 
(ii) If M is an R-module Supp(M) stands for its support, Ass(M) for 
the set of its associated primes, and Min(M) for the set of minimal primes of 
Supp(M). 
(iii) By arm(M) we mean the annihilator of M, by dim(M) the Krull 
dimension of R/arm(M), 
(iv) Max(R) stands for the set of maximal ideals of R. 
(v) If (R, m) is local l? stands for the m-adic completion. 
(vi) If E is a property which makes sense for modules over local rings, 
we put 
E(M) = (p E Supp(M) j Mp satisfies E}. 
(vii) We shall frequently use the nth Serre property S, . M is called to 
have S, if 
depth(M,) 3 inf(n, dim(lM,)} (P E Supp(M)), 
where depth(M,) is the maximum of lengths of M,-regular sequences in pR, . 
(viii) The Cohen-Macaulay property is denoted by CM. 
2. GENERALITIES 
Let R be a noetherian ring and let J be a set of ideals of R. Put 
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Note that j forms a filter of ideals. So we may define 
where iI2 denotes an R module. Obviously MW D,(M) defines a covariant 
left exact additive functor in the category of R-modules. It is also clear that 
DJ depends only on 
where by V(a) we mean {p E Spec(R) 1 a Cp}. So it is sufficient to define the 
functors Dz for subsets Z C Spec(R) which are stable under specialization 
(e.g., x E Z =z- {Z} C Z). 
Moreover, in taking limits over the canonical morphisms iIf+ Hom,(a, M), 
we get natural homomorphisms 
M & D,(M). (2.2) 
If R’ is an R-algebra, put 
(2.3) If R is a flat R-algebra, there is a natural isomorphism 
R’ OR D,(M) N D,,(R’ OR M). 
Indeed, as R is Noetherian we have natural isomorphisms 
R’ OR Hom,(a, M) II Homs(aR’, R’ @R M) (a E J), 
which, as direct limits commute with flat tensor products give the result. 
(2.4) LEMMA. D,(M) = 0 e M = UPE~(O : a)M. 
Proof. Obviously we have D,(M) = 0 iff for each a E g and each 
h E Hom,(a, M), there is a b E I such that h is mapped to 0 under the homo- 
morphism Hom,(a, M) + HOmR(ab, M), e.g., such that h(a) C (0 : b)M. But 
now, “-+” is clear by the fact that h(a) is finitely generated. To prove “z-” 
let g: R + M be the homomorphism which sends 1 to m E M. Then, in letting 
h be the restriction of g to a, we find a b E g with bh(a) = abm = 0. 
Let I’,(M) be the J-torsion of M, 
r&W = .iJ (0 : ah. 
Then we have: 
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(2.5) LEMMA. The induced map 
is an isomorphisna. 
Proof. Using (2.4), the short exact sequence 
0 + r;(M) -+ M -+ M/I;(M) -+ 0, 
induces the injectivity of the morphism in question. To show the surjectivity, 
put M = M/I’,(M), let a E J” and choose h E Hom(a, M). Then we have to 
show, that there is a b E g and a g E Hom(ba, M) such that the restriction of h 
to ba is induced by g. So let N be a finitely generated submodule of M such 
that h(a) _C N/F,(M) (such N exists, as R is Noetherian). Then r,(N) is finitely 
generated and so, there is a c E / with CT,(N) = 0. On the other hand, by 
Artin-Rees, there is an 71 such that I’,(c”N) = cnN n I’,(N) C CT,(N) = 0, 
and as I’,(c”N) = c”N n I’,(M), the canonical map M-P 8i induces an 
isomorphism from c”N onto c”N. But now it is obvious, that we may choose 
b = c”. 
Now let Q(M) be the total module of quotients of M, e.g., Q(M) = 
w (B!~(~))-l MY l-l ere reg(M) stands for the set of M-regular elements in R 
T.&W = y P : ah) . (2.6) 
In this way we naturally generalize the concept of ideal transform (1.1). 
Now, let us introduce the canonical homomorphisms 
A: (M : ahM) - Honda, Ml, (a E J> 
defined by A(q)(d = q( x x E a, q E (M : a),(,,,)). In passing to 
get a homomorphism /?J occurring in the commutative diagram 
T,(M) % D,(M). 
\A 
M 
limits we thus 
(2.7) 
For an ideal a let the grade of a with respect to M be the maximal length of 
M-sequences in a and denote it by gr(a, M). Define the grade of J with respect 
to M as 
gr(J, M) = min{gr(a, M) I a E J}. 
(2.8) LEMMA. (i) If gr( J, M) > 0, Is, is an isomorphism. 
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(ii) If M is finitely generated, there is a canonical isomorphism 
Proof. (i) is immediate from the obvious fact that the maps Is, become 
isomorphisms if gr(a, M) > 0. 
(ii) JI satisfies I’,(m) = 0 and is finitely generated. So by (i) and (2.5) 
there are isomorphisms 
T,(ii;l) -% DJ(iiZ) = D,(M). 
Let (MJi ~1) be a directed family of submodules of M (e.g., Vi, j EI there is a 
K E I such that Mi U Mj C M,) with (J Mi = M. As all a E J are finitely 
generated, we get canonical isomorphisms 
lick Homs(a, Mi) 11 Homs(a, M), (a E 3). 
is1 
Taking direct limits over g we get a canonical isomorphism 
(2.10) LEMMA. Let R’ be a Noetherian R-algebra and assume that M is an 
R’-module. Then there is a natural isomorphism 
Proof. Using (2.9) we may restrict ourselves to the case where M is of finite 
type over R’. Put n = M/I’,,*(M). Then gr(JR’, ic;i’) > 0 shows that none of 
the ideals a E J is contained in any member of Ass,(m), thus that gr(J, ic3) > 0. 
Now, we use (2.5) and (2,8)(iii) to complete the proof. 
Next we give a description of T,(M) in the spirit of (1.2). Let p E Spec(R). 
Then there is a canonical homomorphism 
h : QR(M) + QRJM& 
We claim 
(2.11) T,(M) = nsESpec(R)-v(J) &l(Mp). 
Proof. “C” Let m E M, s E reg(M) such that s-4n E T,(M). Then we 
find an a E 3 such that as-rm C M. So for each p C Spec(R) - V(J) we have 
s-IrnR, = a.+mR, C M, , thus h,(s-rm) C M 9’ 
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“2” Let n E;\;;‘(n/r) f  or all p E Spec(R) - V(j). Then for each such p 
there is an so E R - p such that sPn E M. Obviously V(C, ssR) C V(j), which 
shows that 
(2.12) Remark. Let M = R be a domain. Then obviously X;l(M,) = R, 
and so we have 
T,(R) = n 4,. 
~eSpecu+-v(J) 
In particular if 2, = {p E Spec(R) 1 k(p) > n}, we get 
T,“(R) =: R(*) = n R, 
ht(p)>n 
(cf. [21, 22, 11)). 
(2.13) LEMMA. Let Ai be Noetherian R-algebras and let Mi be an Ad-module 
(i = 1,2). Assume that f: MI -+ Mz is a homomorphism of R-modules. Then there 
is a uniqw R-homomorphism g occuring in the commutative diagramm 
MI 2 M, 
1 1 (obviously g = DJ(f )). 
DJ(%) --.L D&K) 
Proof. By (2.9) we may assume that Mi is finitely generated over A, 
(i = 1,2). We only have to show that g is unique. By (2.5) we may replace 
Mi by Mi = M,/I’,(M,) and f by the induced morphism j? mr + &&, thus 
assume that I’,(Mi) = 0. As I’,(Mi) = I’,,i(Mi) and as A, is Noetherian and 
Mi of finite type over A, this shows that gr(JA, , Mi) > 0, thus that gr(J, Mi) > 0 
(i = 1, 2) (see proof of (2.10)). So by (2.8)(i) and the commutative diagramm 
(2.7), g induces a morphism g’: T,(M,) + T,(M,) by which it is uniquely 
determined and which occurs in the commutative diagram 
T.r(M,) g’ TJWM 
As gr( J, Mi) > 0 the uniqueness of g’ is easy to see. 
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(2.14) Remark. Let us apply this in the case where f: A, -+ A, is a homo- 
morphism of Noetherian R-algebras. Note that T,(A,) has a canonical structure 
of R-algebra. By (2.8)~‘) 1 we may use fiJ to transport this structure to D,(AJ. 
So for each Noetherian R-algebra B D,(B) is canonically an R-algebra, too. 
It is also clear that f induces a homomorphism of R-algebras g: D,(A,) + D,(A,). 
By (2.13) we have g = DJ(f ). Thus D, induces a functor from the category of 
Noetherian R-algebras to the category of R-algebras. 
(2.15) Remark. Let M be an R-Module and let F be the family of finitely 
generated submodules of M. Let NEF. Then T,(N) has a natural T,(R)- 
structure, thus by the previous remark a natural D,(R)-structure. In particular 
if N’ C N, D,(N’) is a D,(R)-submodule of D&V). As D,(M) = bNEF D,(N) 
(2.9) we get that D,(M) naturally has a D,(R)-module structure. So we see 
that DJ induces a functor from the category of R-modules to the category of 
D,(R)-modules. Nevertheless in this paper we regard D,(M) always as an 
R-module. 
Below we shall use Noetherian rings which satisfy the following property. 
(2.16) For all p E 2 = V(j) of height > 1 and all minimal primes 4 C p 
the integral closure of (R/q),, h as no maximal ideal of height one. 
According to [25, (3.2)] this is equivalent to the fact that (R/q), has no one- 
dimensional minimal prime in its completion for each such pair p, 9. 
(2.17) LEMMA. Let gr(J, R) > 0 and let v: Spec(D,(R)) -+ Spec(R) be 
induced by aJ: R -+ D,(R). Put 
Z’ = (P E V(J) 1 ht(p) = l}, Z” = u (p>. 
DE2 
Then: 
(i) ZnIm(v) = 0. 
(ii) If (2.16) holds, Im(cp) 1 Spec(R) - Z”. 
Proof. (i) Ifp E Z’ n Im(v) we use (2.3) to see that a prime of S = DJR,(R9) 
should retract to pR, . This is impossible as gr(p, R), ht(p) = 1, and (2.8)(i) 
induces that S = Q(R,), hence that pS = S. 
(ii) By (2.3) we easily see that it is sufficient to prove that pD,(R) # 
D,(R) = D if p E Z and Z” = II(. Let 4 E Min(R). By (2.16) V(J(R/q)) contains 
no height one primes. 
So the domain R/q satisfies again our assumptions. In view of the induced 
morphism D -+ D,(R/q) this means that we may replace R by R/q, hence 
assume that R is a domain. By (2.8)(i) and (2.12) we then get that DC R(l). 
By (2.16) all height one primes of the integral closure R* of R retract to height 
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one primes of R. This obviously induces R(l) _C R*(l). As R* is a Krull domain 
[19, (33.10)] we have R*(l) = R*. So D is integral over R and thus has the 
requested property. 
3. SOME FINITENESS CRITERIA 
In this section we give some preparatory results for the finiteness theorems 
of the following paragraph. 
(3.1) LEMMA. D,(D,(M)) 2&D,(M). 
Proof. I f  M is of fmite type, use (2.8)(ii). In the general case write M as 
limit of its finitely generated submodules and use (2.9). 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let M be of finite type and assume that gr( J, M) > 0. Then 
(i) I f  D,(M) is of finite type, P,(M) = {p E V(J) 1 depth(MJ = 1) 
(= {p E V(J) j 3s E reg(M) s.t. p E Ass(M/sM))) isJinite. 
(ii) P,(M) = @ o M ;t”” D,(M). 
Proof. (ii) By (2.8)(i), we replace D, by TJ . So, let P,(M) = o and let 
m E M, s E reg(M) such that s-lrn E T,(M). Then, for an a E g, we have 
am C sM, hence, as a n reg(M/sM) # a’, m E sM, e.g., s-lrn EM. On the 
other hand, let M = T,(M) and s E reg(M). Assuming that p E Ass(M/sM), 
e.g., p = (sM : m)M for an m EM, we get s-lrn E (M :p)orM) - M, thus 
P + V(J)- 
(i) Let x E reg(M) n (M : DJ(M))R . Then D,(M), = M, for all 4 E 
Spec(R) - V(xR). Thus, by (2.3) and (ii) we have P,(M) C V(xR), hence 
P,(M) _C Ass(M/xM). 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let M be finitely generated. Then we have equivalence between 
(i) D,(M) isfkitely generated. 
(ii) DJlR,9)(R/p) is Jinitely generated for all p E Ass(M). 
Proof. (i) Z= (ii). p E Ass(M) implies an embedding R/p >+ M and so 
by the left exactness of DJ and by (2.10) the result is clear. 
(ii) + (i). Assume first that arm(M) = p E Spec(R) and that M is without 
torsion over R = R/p. Then M may be embedded into a sum of finitely many 
copies of i? and so the additivity and the left exactness of DJ give the result. 
Now let us still assume that Ass(M) consists of the single element p and let 
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n=rnin(mE~ ]p”M=O}. Th en, the case n = 1 being settled by the above 
argument the exact sequence 
0 -+ (0 : ~‘+l)~ + M + M(0 : p’+l),+, --+ 0 
allows to make induction n. 
Finally let Ass(M) = (p, ,..., p,}. Then there is a submodule NC M such 
that Ass(M/N) = (p,}, p, $ Ass(N); so the sequence 
O-+N+M-+M/N+O 
allows induction on T. 
(3.4) DEFINITION. Call R normalizuble if for each p E Spec(R) there is a 
Noetherian normal ring A C R over which R/p is finite. 
(3.5) Remark. AEine k-algebras are normaliiable (by Noether’s normaliza- 
tion lemma) and so are complete local rings (by Cohen’s structure theorem). 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. Let M be of Jinite type over R. Then if D,(M) is of Jinite 
type we have ht(a/p) # 1 for all a E J and all p E Ass(M). If M is normulizable 
the converse is also true. 
Proof. Assume that D,(M) is finite over R and let a and p be as above. 
Let 4 be a minimal prime divisor of a + p and put R’ = (R/p), . Then by 
(2.10) we have D&R’) = DaR,(R’). By (3.3) this latter module would be 
finite over R, . Assuming ht(p/p) = 1 we would get a contradiction as 
D,&R’) = T&R’) = Q(R’) is a field. 
T prove the converse direction we may restrict ourselves to the case where 
M = R is a normahzable domain (see (3.3)). If 0 E p there is nothing to prove 
(see (2.4)). So we may assume that ht(a) > 1 for all a E J. Now let A + R be 
finite and such that A is normal and put J’ = {a n A 1 a E J). Using (2.8)(i) 
we get an injection D,(R) -+ D,*(R). So by (3.3) we may restrict ourselves to 
prove the A-finiteness of D,,(A). As ht(a) > 1 for all a E J’ and as A is normal 
(thus S,!) we have P,,(A) = o . Now apply (3.2)(ii). 
(3.7) COROLLARY (cf. [ll, (7.2.4)]). Let R be local and M of finite type. 
Then D,(M) is offinite type #ht(a(R/$)) # 1 for all a E J and alZ$ E Ass(R @ M). 
Proof. By (2.3) and the faithful R-flatness of R D,(M) is finitely generated 
iff the .I?-module DJa(I? @ M) is. Thus (3.5) and (3.6) imply the result. 
(3.8) Remark. For a local ring R put 8(R) = min(dim(R/$) I$ E Ass(R)}, 
d(R) = dim(R) - 8(R). If R is a domain it is easy to see by (3.7) that for all 
but finitely many primesp of height one we must have d(R/p) < d(R) [l, (4.911. 
So if R is strictly formally equidimensional (unmixed in the terminology of 
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Nagata [19, lo]), e.g., satisfies a(R) = 0, so is R/p for a set of primes p which 
is open in the very strong topology on Spec(R) (see [15] and also [27]). 
(3.7) is a useful criterion for the local finiteness of D,(M). Next we give a 
criterion for the global finiteness of DJM). First let us note 
(3.9) LEMMA. Let M be an R-Module and assume that for each m E Max(R) 
there is a submodule Ncnz) of M such that m # Supp(M/N(“)). Then M is the sum 
of finitely many of the modules N(“). 
Proof. m 4 Vm) : = Supp(M/N(“)) shows that nm Vna) = QI . So, as Spec(R) 
is quasi-compact there are finitely many maximal ideals m, ,..., m, such that 
fl Vnzi) = @. Put N = Ci Ncnz*). Then Supp(M/N) C n V(mi) shows the 
result. 
(3.10) PROPOSITION. Let M be a finitely generated R-module. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) D,(M) is jkitely generated. 
(ii) D,(M) is locally $nitely generated and there is an s E reg(M/P,(M)) 
such that aJJR II : M, -+ DrR,(MJ is onto. 
Proof. By (2.5) we may replace M by M/I’,(M), thus assume that 
gr(J, M) > 0. 
(i) + (ii). By (3.2)(i), P,(M) is finite. So we find an M-regular element s 
in the intersection of all members of P,(M). This induces P,,#(M,) = ,B, 
and (3.2) allows to conclude. 
(ii) * (i). Let s be as in (ii) and let NC D,(M) be a finitely generated 
R-module containing M. Let {p, ,..., pr) = Ass(N/sN) CI V(J). We claim 
V = Supp(D,(M)/N) = z) u ... u(pl.1. (3.11) 
Indeed by (2.8)~‘) I we have s E reg(N) and (3.1) shows that D,(N) qaJ D,(M) 
and Ns %, DJR (NJ. So, we get V _C P,(N) (by (3.2)(ii)) and V _C V(sR), 
thus the “_C’%ela;ion in (3.11). As the left-hand side of (3.11) is stable under 
specialization it remains to show that it contains all the pi . As s E reg(N) we 
have p,Rpi E P,,JN,,) and so (3.2)(ii) shows that aJR,,: NPi ---f DJR+,(N9i) is 
not an isomorphism for i = l,..., +. 
Finally using (2.3) we see that pi E Supp(D,(M)/N) for all i. 
Now the proof is easily completed: For each p E Spec(R) let N(p) C D,(M) 
be of finite type, containing M and such that Nr) = D,(M), . Then apply (3.9). 
(3.12) COROLLARY. Let M be of finite type and assume that there is an 
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s E reg(M/P,(M)) such that s E J112 = n sEv,J) p. Then D,(M) is jinitely generated 
$f it is locally Jinitely generated. 
Proof. Clear by (3.10). 
(3.13) COROLLARY. Assume that A(R,) = 0 (3.8) for each p E Spec(R) and 
that ht(a) > 1 for each a E J. I f  J112 n reg(R) # 0, D,(R) is a Jinite extension 
ofR. 
Proof. By our hypothesis we first have gr(J, R) > 0. So by (2.8) D,(R) is 
an extension of R, and I’,(R) = 0 shows that reg(R/I’,(R)) = reg(R). But, 
by (3.7) or (3.8), D,(R) is finitely generated over R and we conclude by (3.12). 
4. THE FINITENESS THEOREM 
Call p E Supp(M) critical if there is a q E V(p), an i E Ass((R,)^ @ M), 
and a $ E V(r^ ) such that ht($/r^) = 1 and pR, = $ n R, . The set of critical 
points of Supp(M) shall be denoted by C(M). 
(4.1) (i) C(M) = u gESupP(M) {P’ n R I P’ E C(%N. 
6) CPU = LWM) (P E v(r) I P/Y E C(Rbb 
(iii) I f  p E Supp(M), QE V(p), i~Ass((R$ @M) are such that 
ht((p, ?)/r^) = 1, there is a t E C(M) with p C t C q. 
(iv) C(R) contains all height one primes of R and consists of exactly those 
if d(R,) = 0 for all q E Spec(R). 
Proof. (i) is clear whereas (ii) is immediate by (i) and the well-known 
relations between Ass(M,) and Ass((R,$ @ M). (iii) is also obvious. (iv) imme- 
diately follows from the R-flatness of (RJ and the catenaricity of these latter 
rings. 
For a finitely generated R-module M put 
VM(J> = up 
J 
(y(= {P E vu> 
= CP c VU) 
Then we get 
(4.3) (i> G(M) = Dv~~W. 
(ii) S~PP(WWJ(W) = V&0. 
(iii) VMU> = VMW~(MAO 
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Proof. By (2.5) we may replace M by M/I’,(M), thus assume that 
gr(J, M) > 0. Then (i) and (ii) are clear by (3.2)(ii) and (2.3). (iii) is obvious. 
(4.4) DJ(M) is local2yfinitely generated isf C(M) n VM(J) = o . 
Proof. Clear by (4.3)(i), (4,l)(iii), and (3.7). 
(4.5) PROPOSITION. Let M be of finite type. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) D,(M) is jinitely generated. 
(ii) C(M) n V,(J) = or and V,,,,(J) is closed. 
(iii) For all p E Ass(M) - V(J) it holds 
(4 W/P) n VJWPN = 0. 
(b) Spec(R/p) contains a nonempty open set U with U n V(J(R/p)) 2 
S@/P). 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii) Clear by (4.4) and (4.3)(ii). 
(ii) + (i) Easy by (4.4), (4.3)(i),(iii), and (3.12). 
(i) o (iii) Use (3.3) noticing that-by (4.4) and (3.12)-(a) and (b) are 
equivalent to the R/p-finiteness of DJ(R19)(R/p). 
Now let us recall the following definition, in which ,ZC Spec(R) is stable 
under specialization: 
codim(p, 2) = co, if(p)nZ= Izr, 
= min(ht(z/p) / x E(p)n Z} otherwise. (4.6) 
(4.7) If D,,(M) is of Jinite type, then 
codim(p, V(J)) + depth(M,) > 1 
for all p E Supp(M) - V(J). 
Proof. As codim(p, V(J)) > 0, we may restrict ourselves to the case where 
depth(M,) = 0, e.g., p E Ass(M) - V(j). By (4.5) V(J(R/p)) contains no 
element of height one, which shows that codim( p, V(J)) > 1. 
We say that R satisfies the jniteness theorem i f f  for all finitely generated 
R-modules M and each set J of ideals the converse conclusion holds in (4.7). 
Let E be a property which makes sense for local Noetherian rings, Then 
according to [3] we say that R has the property E - 2 (resp. E - 2’) if E(R’) 
is open (resp. contains a nonempty open set) for each R-algebra R’ of finite 
type (resp. each domain R’ of finite type). I f  fields satisfy E, E - 2 implies 
E - 2’. It is known that S, - 2 and S, - 2’ are the same for Noetherian 
rings [17, Theorems 5, 61. 
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Let us introduce another notation: 
C(A4) = C(M) - {p E Supp(M) 1 dim(M,) = depth(M,,) = l}. (4.8) 
(4.9) PROPOSITION. The following are equivalent: 
(i) R satisfies the finiteness theorem. 
(ii) R satisfies S, - 2’ and it holds C(R/p) = o for each p E Spec(R). 
(iii) R satisfies S, - 2’ is a GB-ring (e.g., for each integral extension R’ of 
R adjacent primes of R’ retract to aa&cent ones of R, cf. [28]), and its formal 
fibers are S, . 
Proof. (i) => (ii) is clear by (4.5). 
(ii) + (iii) By [28] R is GB iff R = (R/p)* has no one-dimensional minimal 
prime in its completion for each pair p C 4 of primes, unless dim(R) = 1. So 
it remains to prove that Ass(R^) = Min(R”), which obviously will give the 
&property of the formal fibers. We do this by induction on d = dim(R). The 
case d = 1 being obvious, let d > 1 and choose ji E Ass(R^). As R is S, - 2’ 
we find an s E R - (0) such that R, is S, . As C(R) = o we have dim(R”/$) > 1 
and so we find an x E i? such that s $ r^  for an appropriate + E Min(R”/(x, $)). 
By [18, p. 991 we have i E Ass(R /^xR^), thus, with Y = i n 8, s 4 r E Ass(R/xR). 
So by flatness we have r” E Ass(i?^/rR^). By induction this latter induces that 
i E Min(R /^rR^). But by our choice of s we have ht(r) = 1, thus ht(i) = 1, 
and finally $ E Min(R^). 
(iii) 3 (ii) By the previous characterization of GB-rings, we see that 
qi? 4 C(R) for each pair p, q as above. So it suffices to prove: 
(4.10) If M is of finite type and if the formal fibers of R are S, , for each 
p E Supp(M) the following are equivalent: 
(9 P E C(M), 
(3 PR, E CWdt 
(iii) DpR,(MD) is not finitely generated over R, . 
Proof. (ii) =E- (i) and ( ) ii 9 iii are clear by (4.1)(i) resp. (4.5). To prove ( ) 
(i) * (iii) we may assume by (Cl)(i),(ii) that M = R is a domain. So let 
q E VP), r^  E Ass(&), i E v( 3 Y such that ht( $I+) = 1, $ = p n R and replace R 
by R, ((4.1)(i)). Choose x up - (0). Then $ E Min(R/(x, r^)) implies that 
$ E Ass(R/xR) h ence by flatness that 4 E Ass(R/pR) = Min(R/pR), the latter 
equality being clear by our hypotheses. So we get (pR#i2 = $fi$ and (2.3) 
implies 
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Obviously jR$ E C(&) and so by (ii) =- (iii) we get that DpR (R,) is not finite 8 
over R, . 
We say that R satisfies the weak$niteness theorem if for all finitely generated 
R-modules iIf and all finite sets J the converse of (4.7) holds. 
(4.11) COROLLARY. Thefollowing are equivalent: 
(i) R satisJies the weak$niteness theorem, 
(ii) R, satisjies the finiteness theorem for each p E Spec(R), 
(iii) For all p E Spec(R) we have c(R/p) = o , 
(iv) R is GB and its formal$bers are S, . 
Proof. I f  V(j) is closed so is V,(J). Th us in (4.5)(ii) we may delete the 
closedness condition. In (4.5)(“‘) m we may omit condition (b) for the same 
reason. By (4.4) the same is true if R is local and J is arbitrary. This gives 
(i) 0 (ii) and so, using (4.9) we clearly get the result. 
(4.12) Remark. Note that both properties, the finiteness theorem and the 
weak finiteness theorem, do not pass to polynomial algebras in general: In [4] 
we give an example of a local domain R satisfying (4.9)(iii) but such that R[X] 
is not GB. It is also clear that the two classes of rings do not coincide: Indeed 
for a two-dimensional ring S, - 2 and CM - 2 are the same. In [16, Ex. 241 
a locally excellent domain of dimension 2 is given which does not satisfy 
CM - 2. Such a domain obviously satisfies (4.11)(iv) but not (4.9)(iii). For 
local rings R (4.9) and (4.11) are the same and are given in this case in [I 1, 
(7.2.4)]. 
Note that for a GB-ring R we have the following equivalence, [28], 
R catenary 9 R universally catenary 9 R[X, ,..., X,J GB for all 1z > 0. 
Using (4.1 l)(iv) and (4.9)(iii) we thus immediately get: 
(4.13) COROLLARY. Let R satisfy the (weak) Jiniteness theorem. Then the 
same is true for any R-algebra of Jinite type iff R is catenury, or equivalently, ;ff R 
is universally catenary. 
Now let us give two more applications of (4.5). To do so put 
Z,(M) = {p E Supp(M) I dim(M,) > 1). (4.14) 
Then we have 
(4.15) LEMMA. Let M be of jinite type, assume that c(M) = IZ( and let 
Z C Z,(M) be stable under specialization. Then 
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(i) There is a canonical embedding D,(M) >-+‘Z D,,(,)(M), 
(ii) jz is an isomorphism i# 2 2 Supp(M) - S,(M), 
(iii) Dz2(,,(M) isfinite& generated ;sf S,(M) is open. In this case D,J,,(M) 
is S, . 
Proof. (i) As c(M) = JZ we have gr(Z, M) > 0 and we conclude by (2.8). 
(ii) Put U, = Supp(D,(M)/cxz(M)). Then by (4.3)jz is an isomorphism 
iff Us == Uz,tM) = Supp(M) - S,(M). So, as 23 U, and U, n S,(M) = 0, 
the result is clear. 
(iii) As Uzz(,+,) = Supp(M) - S,(M) the result is clear by (4.3), (4.5), 
and the fact that Dz,cM,(.) is idempotent (3.1). 
(4.16) PROPOSITION. Assume that C(R) = ec and that S,(R) is open. Then, 
;f the morphism vJ: Spec(D,(R)) + Spec(R) is onto, it is finite. 
Proof. If vJ is onto, (2.8)(ii) shows that gr(J, R) > 0. If CP, is not finite 
V(J) must contain an element of height one by (4.15)(i) and (ii). But then by 
(2.17)(iv), vJ may not be onto. 
(4.17) Remarks. The hypothesis c(R) = 0 is essential in (4.15). Indeed 
in [lo] we find a local domain (R, m) of dimension 2 and satisfying: 
(i) Ass(R) has an embedded element. 
(ii) The integral closure R* of R is regular and local. 
(i) shows that c(R) = {m}. So by (4.5), R’ = D,(R) is not finite over R. 
But by (2.17)(ii), Spec(R’) -+ Spec(R) is onto. 
It is important to note that, according to [24], R’ is Noetherian whenever R 
is a domain of dimension 2. 
5. &-RINGS 
According to [ll, (7.3)] we call R an &-ring if its formal fibers are S,, e.g., 
if for each pair p >_ q of Spec(R) (R/p)4 h as no embedded associated prime ideal. 
The following is well known and easy to prove: 
(5.1) If R is an S,-ring and R’ an R-algebra of jinite type, R’ is an &ring, too. 
The main purpose of this section is to establish the following 
(5.2) PROPOSITION. If R is an &-ring such that Ass(R) has no embedded 
elements the following statements are epivalent: 
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(i) S,(R) is open. 
(ii) S,(R/p) contains a nonempty open set for each p E Ass(R). 
(iii) There is a jinite extension R’ of R which satisJies S, and is contained 
in Q(R). 
To prove this result we need some preliminaries. 
(5.3) LEMMA. If R, is S, for an s E reg(R) or if (5.2)(ii) holds C(R) is Jinite. 
Proof. By (4.l)(iii) we may restrict ourselves to prove the finiteness of (5(R) 
under the first hypothesis. So let p E C(R). Then by our choice of s we have 
s up. So we conclude as in the proof of (4.9) that p E Ass(R/sR). 
Next we introduce the nth restricted a-transform of R as the R-algebra 
T&dR) = RNR : a%l, 
where R* is the integral closure of R in Q(R). 
Obviously we have 
(5.5) (i) R -+ T;,(R) isjnite, ifgr(a, R) > 0. 
(ii) Spec(T&(R)) -+ Spec(R) induces an isomorphism outside V(a). 
Now, it is our goal to prove 
(5.6) Let R be as in (5.2) and assume that c(R) is Jinite. Put 8 = npEdtRj p. 
Then there is a n E N such that C(T&(R)) = 0. 
Before proving this result let us use it to deduce (5.2). Note first that, by 
(5.3), each of the conditions (5.2)(i), (ii), ( iii in ) d uces the finiteness of C(R). 
So put R’ = T&(R). Let us look at the property 
(5.7) There is a s E reg(R) such that R, is S, . 
Note that each of the properties (5.2)(ii) and (5.7) holds for R iff it holds 
for R’. But as C?(R’) = l?i we easily see by (3.11), (4.4) and (4.5), that for R’ 
each of the properties (5.7), (5.2)(i), and (5.2)( ii is e ) q uivalent to the R-finiteness 
of Q+*)(R). So, (5.2) is clear if we may deduce the openess of S,(R) from 
the openess of S,(R’). But this is easy by (5.5)(ii) and the obvious fact 
that V(c(R) n S,(R)) = ia. 
We shall need one more result before proving (5.6): 
(5.8) Let R +iinite R’ C Q(R). Then C(R’) C {p’ E Spec(R’) 1 p’ n R E C(R)}. 
Proof. Let p’ E C(R) and put p’ n R = p. Then we have ht(p) > ht(p’) 
and p’ E Ass(R) 2 p E Ass(R). So we may assume that ht(p) > 1. Let 
Q’ E V(p’), r ’^ E Ass((%*)^ ), and $’ E V(i’) such that p’ = R’ n $‘. Put Q = 
Q’ n R and replace R by R, . Then r^ = R n r ’^ belongs to Ass(R), fi = 8’ n R 
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to V(f), and as R satisfies the chain condition [19, p. 122 flj, we have that 
&(j/f) = 1. Aa j n R = p, this shows that p E C(R). 
Now we prove (5.6). By (4.10) we may restrict ourselves to the case where 
(R, m) is local and m E C(R). By (5.8) it suffices to show that for each ideal 
a 2 m of positive grade there is an n such that C(Tz,(R)) = O. By (5.8) and 
(4.l)(ii) we finally only have to treat the case where R is a domain. By (5.1) 
the formal fibers of all the rings c+(R) are S, and for each a Cm we have 
T;,,(R) C T:,(R). So by (5.8) we finally have to prove 
(5.9) Let (R, m) be local and of positive depth. Then, there is an I E N such 
that for n > I each maximul ideal m’ of R’ = T&(R) with ht(m’) > 1 is such 
that 
Min((R&,)^) 
has no one-dimensional member. 
Proof. It is easy to see that 
So we may replace R by R, thus assume that R is GB, and restrict ourselves to 
prove that, for large n, R’ = T:,,(R) satisfies 
(5.10) Thereis nopairp’ C m’ withp’ E Min(R’), m’ E Max(R’), ht(m’/p’) = 1, 
and ht(m’) > 1. 
It is easy to see, that if R’ is a GB-ring and satisfies (5.10), the same is true 
for each finite R’-extension R” in Q(R’). So it remains to prove 
(5.11) Let (R, m) b e a local GB-ring of positive depth. Then there is a finite 
R-extension R’ C T,(R) satisfying (5.10). 
To prove this, let {p, ,..., pr} = Ass(R), assuming that {p, ,..., pJ is the set 
of one-dimensional members of Min(R). If s = 0 or r = 0, there is nothing 
to prove. So let 0 < s < Y, and let qr n mm* n q,. = (0) be a primary decomposi- 
tion in which qi is pi-primary. 
Choose 
e E n 4i- LJ Pi . 
i>s kg8 
Then (e, nrrs qi = u) is m-primary. 
So we find elements y E reg(R) n m, d E eR, f  E u such that y = d + f .  Thus, 
we get yd = d2, showing that R’ = R[d/y] is finite over R. Now letp E Spec(R) - 
{m, PI ,..., ps}. Then u $p and ud = 0 show that d is mapped to 0 in R, . 
Thus, as d E p, we see that d lies in anyp-primary ideal, where p $ (m, p, ,..., ps}. 
Thus, for an n E N we have d E yR : mn, which induces R’ C T,(R). Finally 
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let p’ E Min(R’), m’ E V( p’) n Max(R) and assume that ht(m’/p’) = 1. Then, 
as R is GB, there is an index j < s with p’ n R = pj . Let Min(R’) 3 4’ C ml. 
Then there is an index I with q’ n R = p, . We have to show that 1< s. Indeed, 
assuming s > I, we would have d/y 3 q’ (as d ~pr), and d/y - 1 Ep’ (as f E$+), 
thus 1 E m’. 
(5.12) Remark. The argument of the proof of (5.11) follows an idea of 
Ratliff [25]. 
(5.13) Remark. What we showed previously may he summarized in: 
If R is an &-ring for which Ass(R) has no embedded members and C?(R) is 
finite, there is a finite R-extension R’ _C Q(R) such that C(R’) = a. If S,(R) 
is open, so is S,(R), and thus, according to (4.15)(iii), R’ has a finite extension 
li” C Q(R) which is S’s .
If in the above statement R is semilocal, so is R’. Thus, by (4.4) and (4.15), 
S,(R’) is open and therefore R has a finite extension R” C Q(R) which satisfies 
S, . Together with (5.2) this proves: 
(5.14) COROLLARY. If R is a semilocal &-ring such that Ass(R) has no 
embedded elements we hawe equivalence between: 
(i) S,(R) is open. 
(ii) C(R) is $nite. 
Let us conclude this section with two conjectures. 
(5.15) CONJECTURE. (i) (5.14) is true without the hypothesis that R is an 
&-ring. 
(ii) If R is a semilocal &-ring the equivalent statements (5.14)(i) and (ii) 
are satisfied. 
(5.16) CONJECTURE. If R/p admits a finite extension which satisfies S, for 
all p E Spec(R) then R is an &-ring and satisfies S, - 2. 
Note that (5.2) shows that the converse of (5.16) holds. 
6. SYMBOLIC BLOW UP 
For an ideal a C R let us introduce the arithmetic blow up of a as the R-algebra 
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Define the nth symbolic power of a with respect to J as the ideal 
a(“)J = IJ (a” : b)R . 
If a = p is prime and V(J) = V(p) - {p}, pcn)J is the usual nth symbolic 
power of p. 
As the following relations hold 
ah) JabdJ _C a(n+d J 
h m > 01, 
we may define the following graded W-algebra 
We call this ring the symbolic arithmetic blow up of a with respect to J. Symbolic 
blow up have been studied by Rees [29] in relation to the fourteenth problem 
of Hilbert. 
In this section we want to give a criterion for the finiteness of 9 -+ YJ . 
Let us assume from now on that gr(J, R) > 0. By the left exactness of DJ 
we get the canonical inclusions 
DJW + DJ(R)* 
According to (2.15), DJ(an) is an ideal of D,(R). Using (2.8)(i) we moreover 
easily verify 
DJ(an)DJ(a”) C DJ(an+m), 
acnjJ C DJ(an) (n, m > 0). 
So we may define the graded YJ-algebra 
gJ = @ DJW), 
n>o 
occuring together with the canonical injection 
(6.1) (i) There is a canonical isomorphism 
(ii) If gr( J, R) > 1, p is an isomorphism. 
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PYOO~. (i) By (2.10) we may replace the right-hand side by D,(W). Then 
the isomorphism in question is given by 
where the second isomorphism is due to the fact that all the ideals b are finitely 
generated. To see that these isomorphisms compose to an isomorphism of 
W-algebras, note that their restriction to 9 is the identity and use the ‘fact that 
gr(J, R) > 0. 
(ii) I f  gr(J, R) > 1, (3.2)(“) ’ d II m uces that D,(R) = R. So by (2.8)(i) we 
get that 
atn)J = iJ(a” : b),(R) = D&“), 
and (i) gives the result. 
Now let us give some generalities on the ring 97. 
(6.2) (i) Ass(W) = {@n>o an n q 1 q E Ass(R)}. 
(ii) If Q E Ass(W), there is a canonical isomorphiyn 
(iii) If ht(a) > 0 the minimal primes of a9 are all of height one. 
Proof. (i) Let Q E Ass(W). Then 4 = Q n R E Ass(R) and there is a form 
f E 9 such that (0 : f )a = Q. Therefore 
Q = @(O :f).- = @(O :f)Rn an = @qnan. 
*9 n>O n2J 
(ii) is clear from (i). 
(iii) Let P be a minimal prime of a9 and let Q C P be a minimal prime 
in W. Then using (i) we see that Q = Q n R E Min(R). As we want to show 
that ht(P/Q) = 1 we therefore may assume that R is a domqin ($y (ii)). In 
localizing at p = P n R (which obviously commutes with arithmetic blow up), 
we even may assume that (R, p) is local. Denote the set of one-forms of W by a,. 
We claim that a, g P. So assume the contrary. Then P is the homogeneous 
maximal ideal of W, hence as a&% is homogeneous and has P as a minimal prime 
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divisor, we get that P = (a.%)‘/“. This implies that dim(W/a9) = 0. But as 
W/a9 is equal to the associated graded ring 
Gr(a) = @ an/an+l, 
n%O 
which may not be of dimension 0 if a # 0 (R is a local domain), we get a contra- 
diction. Choose y E a such that its image y1 in a, does not belong to P and view 
y as a O-form in W. Then, as the O-forms of the graded ring k%$ form the ring 
R[y-la], we see that &V1 = y9&,, . 
thus get ht(P) = 1. 
As PB?,l is a minimal prrme of &?,1 we 
(6.3) PROPOSITION. Assume that 6(R,) = 0 for all p E Spec(R), that 
gr(a, R) > 0 and that V(J) _C V(a). Then the following me equivalent: 
(i) 9J is finite over 92. 
(ii) None of the minimuZprimes of Gr(a) retracts to an element of V(J(R/a)) 
in R/a. 
Proof. According to [l] we have A(&?,) = 0 for each P C Spec(9Z). Now, 
choose s E a n reg(R). Then we also have s E a.9 f~ reg(W). Moreover V(&?) 2 
V(J9) implies that s E (J98)lj2. Therefore by (3.13) it remains to show that 
the statement (ii) is equivalent to “ht(b9) > 1 for all b E J.” But as Min(b9) C 
V(&‘) for all b E / the latter statement is equivalent to “V(J9) contains none 
of the minimal primes of a9” by (6.2)(iii). But this third statement is the same 
as “none of the minimal primes of a9 retracts to a member of V(j).” In view 
of Gr(a) = .%‘/a@ this is statement (ii). 
(6.4) Remark. Let R, a, and / be as in (6.3) and assume moreover that 
gr(J, R) > 1. Then the condition (6.3)( ) ii is e q uivalent to the finiteness of YJ 
over 9. 
For the following application we specify J in putting 
J = (b _C R 1 b is an ideal not contained in any of the minimal primes of a} 
With this definition a’+ is the intersection of all primary components of an 
belonging to minimal prime divisors of a. If J is as above we omit to note it 
as an index. 
Now we have 
(6.5) THEOREM (cf. [A). Let R be a local Cohen-MacuuZuy ring of dimension 
> 1, and ussume that aR, is a complete intersection for all mini& primes p of a, 
and that dim(R/a) = 1. Theta the following statements me equivulent: 
(i) an = a(*) for in$niteZy mutzy n. 
(ii) an = a(“) for all Zurge n. 
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(iii) a% = a(“) for all n. 
(iv) Y is finite over B. 
(v) All minimal prime divisors of Gr(a) retract to minimal primes in R/a. 
(vi) a is a complete intersection. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii) is a consequence of the asymptotic stability of Ass(R/a”) 
15, @)I* ( 1 ii 3 iv is clear. So, as (vi) * (iii) is well known, it remains to prove ( > 
the implications (iv) + (v) 3 (vi). The first one is clear by (6.3) and (6.4). 
To prove the latter one, write m for the maximal ideal of R. Then (iv) says 
that none of the minimal primes of aB? retracts to m. As ht(a99) > 0 and as 
dim(g) = dim(R) + 1 this shows that the analytic spread l(a) [23, Definition 31, 
defined as 
l(a) = dim(W/mg), 
is less or equal to dim(R) - 1 = ht(a). Thus by Cowsik and Nori [7] (or more 
convenient in our case: by [8, Theorem, p. 176]), we see that a is a complete 
intersection. 
(6.6) Remark. Contrary to Cowsik and Nori we did not use the following 
inequality for the analytic spread 
l(a) < dim(R) - rn> depth(R/a”), 
due to Burch [6]. This brought as the improvement of their criterion consisting 
in the statements (i), (ii), and (iv). Note that in a recent paper of Vogel and 
Achilles [30] a more general result is proved, from which (6.5) (without the 
statements (i), (iv), and (v)) may be deduced. 
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